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ROCKLER AMPS UP IPHONE MUSIC WITH NEW KOOSTIK KIT

Wooden Cradle Amplifies iPhone Music Without Plugging In

MEDINA, MN (October 8, 2013) - Rockler Woodworking and Hardware has introduced the Koostik 
Kit, a free-standing wooden cradle that fits any model iPhone and uses passive amplification to boost 
the iPhone's sound to a higher volume. The cradle is made of intricately shaped cherry wood, which 
creates acoustic properties that amplify the sound volume by two to four times without using any 
electrical power beyond that of the iPhone. iPhone users can simply cue up a playlist, set the phone 
in the Koostik cradle, and instantly enjoy the amplified sound throughout the room.

"When the iPhone is placed in the Koostik cradle, the music is instantly amplified due to the carefully 
designed sound channels and acoustic chambers. The sound will fill the room without using any 
additional power beyond what the iPhone uses to operate," says Scott Ekman, Rockler's Vice 
President of Marketing. "We think do-it-yourselfers will enjoy building the Koostik to give as a gift or 
to keep for themselves."

The Koostik Kit contains two rectangular pieces of unfinished, solid cherry wood – the faceplate 
and the cradle – and allows users to determine the final shape by beveling the edges if desired 
and choosing a custom finish to apply to the exterior. The Koostik is easily assembled by gluing the 
faceplate to the cradle, and detailed instructions are included. The pre-machined cradle slot fits all 
versions of the iPhone.

The Koostik Kit (45631) retails for $49.99 and can be purchased at Rockler Woodworking and Hard-
ware stores nationwide, Rockler independent resellers, Rockler.com, or from the Rockler catalog. 
For store locations or a free catalog, please visit www.rockler.com or call 1-877-ROCKLER.

Note: Hi-resolution images and text to go along with this news release are available for download 
at www.rockler.com/news.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ABOUT ROCKLER WOODWORKING AND HARDWARE
Celebrating its 59th year as a family-run business, Rockler Woodworking and Hardware is the nation’s premier supplier 
of specialty hardware, tools, lumber and other high quality woodworking and do-it-yourself products. Rockler has 29 retail 
locations in AZ, CA, CO, GA, IL, IN, MA, ME, MI, MN, MO, NH, NY, OH, OR, PA, TX, WA, and WI – plus 60 partner loca-
tions nationwide, as well as extensive catalog and internet operations.  

To learn more about Rockler, please visit www.rockler.com or call 1-877-ROCKLER.
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